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know who’s
out there1 02
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Q. what’s different 
about your
web
audience?

A. nothing

A. also, something 03
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your visitors are 
trying to get at 

something
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research findings
reading from computer screens 
is about 25% slower than 
reading from paper

79% scan every new page  

users read only 20-28% of the 
content on the average
web page 



F



The Pet Museum
The Pet Museum explores our relationship with 
domestic animals. From the first interactions of wild 
dogs and ancient man to working dogs on farms and 
Chihuahuas in handbags. 

The noble horse, the humble hamster and a huge 
variety of more exotic animals – they are all celebrated 
here. 

Our exhibits include 12 stunning photo galleries, 
objects used by and made for animals and a petting 
pet zoo where you can meet some of our furry, 
feathered or more flamboyant friends. Cats are not 
included as they are evil. 
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“Reading in the traditional open-ended sense is 
not what most of us… do on the internet.”

“What we are engaged in – 
like birds of prey looking for 
their next meal – is a 
process of swooping 
around with an eye out for 
certain kinds of 
information.”

Susan Jacoby, The Age of American Unreason













be brief
and keep
it simple
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If you can't find the image 
online, a personal visit to 
Search Engine at the 
Museum may be required to 
search through our 
negative registers and 
albums of reference prints. 
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If you can't find the image 
online, a personal visit to 
Search Engine at the 
Museum may be required to 
search through our 
negative registers and 
albums of reference prints. ?

?



If you can’t find the image 
online, you can come to the 
museum and look through 
our picture albums.





Most websites 
need to get rid 
of 90% of their 
content



say the
important
stuff first
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the crucial
stuff

the less 
crucial stuff

is
anyone

still
reading

this?







what – and why 
should i care?



what – and why 
should i care?
where



what – and why 
should i care?
where
how
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<h1>

<h2>

<p>

<h2>











make 
key 
stuff 
jump 
out

 5
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It helps readers a lot if 
you bold up important 
stuff so that they can 
scan the page more 
easily and find what 
they’re looking for.
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Check out these pictures of a very 
happy dog: 
www.animals.com/crazy/cats/38460234
0

links

This dog is having a good day. Find out 
more

To see a happy dog click here

Check out this very happy dog

X XX
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avoid
clever / funny
headlines6
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(a brief 
diversion 

about blogs)



obvious
does not 

equal
lazy









7
weed out 
clichés



if you like [X], 
you’ll love 
[example of X].



if you like games 
about dogs being 
dressed up as 
McDonald’s food 
items, you’ll love 
this.
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you’ll have to 
excuse me, I’m 
just off for
another go!



Come and join
us for a great day 
out – for all ages!



Come and join
us for a great day 
out – for all ages!



Come and join
us for a great day 
out – for all ages!X



Get stuck into…
Grab your chance…
Dive in…
Experiment with…
Treat yourself to…
Let us…
Find out why…



Our exciting 
exhibition offers 
some amazing 
sights.



Our exciting 
exhibition offers 
some amazing 
sights.



Our exciting 
exhibition offers 
some amazing 
sights.X
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Fast big tactile dizzying colourful 
ancient shiny illuminating bumpy 
talked-about bumpy surprising 
electrifying expert much-loved 
comprehensive popular scary deep 
eye-widening explosive bulging 
dazzling beautiful must-see rare
unusual uplifting delicious addictive

“fun and exciting”



work fast
and check 
your text8
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don’t be 
scared of SEO9
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content should…

make everyone 
who sees it say 
‘wow’, and want 
to share it



content should…

not be buffeted 
by advertising, or 
make you click 
‘next’, ‘next’, 
‘next’…



content should…

attract a lot of 
diverse traffic to 
your site



SEO = 
content



10
try testing 
stuff



http://www.thinkwithgoogle.co.uk/quarterly/innovation/8-pillars-of-innovation.html 

“They unanimously said 
they wanted 30…

… providing 30 results 
was 20 per cent slower 
than providing 10, and 
what users really 
wanted was speed.”

http://www.thinkwithgoogle.co.uk/quarterly/innovation/8-pillars-of-innovation.html


http://www.thinkwithgoogle.co.uk/quarterly/innovation/8-pillars-of-innovation.html 

“What begins with intuition is 
fuelled by insights...”

“That’s the beautiful thing 
about data – it can either 
back up your instincts or 
prove them totally wrong.”

http://www.thinkwithgoogle.co.uk/quarterly/innovation/8-pillars-of-innovation.html




1. know who’s out 
there

2. be brief and keep 
it simple

3. say the important 
stuff first



4. structure your info
5. emphasise key 

points
6. avoid the funny
7. weed out cliches
8. work fast
9. good content = seo
10. try testing stuff



and we’re done
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• F is for Fast: Jakob Nielsen, www.useit.com
• Cupcake puppy: Elizabeth B, cuteoverload.com
• Iz goin to do science: conbarbie, icanhascheezburger.com
• Caption Serious: jedi201
• I buyed u a pespi: ilak with goggie Dioji, icanhascheezburger.com
• I has a purdy: breeeeeee, icanhascheezburger.com
• Bunny pyramid: Craigfaelossie, Flickr
• Stalker kitteh: unknown source, icanhascheezburger.com
• I lernz bai osmozzis: kitkatcal/Circey, icanhascheezburger.com
• Amityville pet: unknown source, icanhascheezburger.com
• I iz bringing spring to you: Lilee Rose, icanhascheezburger.com
• Shuttlecat is not amused: Tom, icanhascheezburger.com
• Mcdonald's dogs: Flickr
• Nobody came: unknown source, icanhascheezburger.com
• U wont take me alive coppahs: unknown source, icanhascheezburger.com
• Alternative universe dog: unknown source, icanhascheezburger.com
• I has a bukkit: icanhascheezburger.com
• teamwork: mauispiderweb / k / icanhascheezburger.com
• I fix puppy: momofzoo / icanhascheezburger.com
• Dey nvr look in ridin helmit: misspage, icanhascheezburger.com
• Cat, get off the internet: doggetdownfromthere.tumblr.com
• Hi world: unknown source, icanhascheezburger.com
•Hey mum, I ar dansin: The_Fish, icanhascheezburger.com

picture credits
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